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I. CALL TO ORDER
Meeting was called to order at 2:13 pm by Chairman Anthony Ada
Chairman Anthony Ada: In Compliance with Public Law 24-1 09, Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission published the public meeting announcement on Wednesday,
July 16, 2017 and Monday, August 21, 2017 in the Guam Daily Post.
II. Roll Call
Present were Chairman Anthony Ada, Vice Chairman Ronald Laguana, tardy,
Secretary/Treasurer Maria Cruz, Commissioner Ronald Eclavea, tardy,
Commissioner Anita Orlino, Commissioner Antonio Sablan, Commissioner Louisa
Wessling, Director Michael Borja, Deputy Director David Camacho, Administrator,
Margarita Borja, Absent, Land Agent Joey Leon Guerrero, Land Agent Stephanie
Duenas, and Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Can we proceed? The next item of the agenda is the
approval of the minutes of July 19, 2017. Those minutes were emailed to us by
Stephanie.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I never received it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: You never received it.

Telephone:
(671) 473-526317 or
(671) 649-LAND (5263)
ext. 435

rairnile:
671 -649-5383

Commissioner Anita Orlino: It’s not Steph
Deputy Director: David Camacho: I would like to apologize Mr. Chair the minutes
It’s not been written up yet.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay we move on to the next meeting then, and we can
move on. Item four, Old Business we got six items in here I would like to go through
it One by one, I believe the GPA request to purchase property, right? Ah we had
some discussion in this Mr. Commissioner Eclavea is in favor of going ahead and
selling the property to GPA Commissioner and in the discussion Commissioner
Sablan, Vice Chairman Laguana, mentioned that, it’s not in our best interest to

reduce our inventory and that these lease options can be explored, explored, right?
I already brought out the idea that a lease can happen and also another discussion
was brought up well the concern of the lease is that if the property is sold out right
to GPA and then the find out that they no longer need the property that they might
go ahead and sell it out of the inventory of the government and so I heard some of
the discussion can that perhaps reversionary clause can be put on the purchase
agreement so that GPA doesn’t want to use it then, return to. I’m not sure that legal
to sell it.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Right
Director Michael .LB. Borja: All the legal compensation that we had for Chamorro
Land Trust and I believe that with Guam Waterworks with Ancestral Lands
Commissions were laws that were put into those laws.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: It should be easier, it’s government to government.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So that’s where we are at with the GPA request. Um, I
know commissioner Laguana, Commissioner Eclavea, had some additional
thoughts in those shall we agree so that we can move on to the next one and that
we can come back is okay? Item C the rules and regulations can be forwarded to.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I think the Matson is here.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. you want to go to Matson first.?
Deputy Director David Camacho: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay Item B Matson request for a Sublease, the last
time we discussed this was Commissioner Wessling had some questions with
regards of the sublease in alignment with the base lease, the primary lease and I
believe the commissioner you had a couple more question’s, right? Mr. Cruz Mike
Cruz and Mr. Larry are both here and can answer your questions.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Um I guess it was more towards thank you very
much urn, the general terms of the master lease not so much in subleasing of the
property because clearly the master lease allows for subleasing of the consent to
the commission Urn I’m sorry I was just looking over the sublease.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Urn who is, who is Larry and Mike Who is asking to
sublease? Larry Toves: It’s corporation. Their asking Matson if we can
Chairman Anthony Ada: Their a long-time company here.
GEDA Larry Toves: Now if I may Mr. Chairman I just want to bring to the record,
the copy that you have there if you notice there the master lease is somewhat
attached to or, it may not be quite if you have any questions we can make a copy
for you as well
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Chairman Anthony Ada: I would like to acknowledge the presence of Mr.
Laguana welcome Commissioner Laguana. Okay Larry continues.
GEDA Larry Toves: So urn again the lease, the rnaster with Matson is a fifty-year
lease for thirty acres down in Polaris point. The terms and conditions up to this point
from the time it’s been all executed we all been met and a tenant to Matson that a
comply with the terms and conditions of this lease agreement Again, they’re here
before the commission asking The request for the commission is for a sublease of a
portion to this property to this company it is allowed for the master lease that we
have so they can submit the property, if that sublease is approved then the
commission stands to gain an additional eleven percent of the sublease rather than
to the trust.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay, so It’s just pending the signature of the physical
work.
GEDA Larry Toves: Yes now there a mystery. This is not the first time this request
has come before the commission. A few years ago, black construction was
subleasing a portion of the property of the Matson compound. The commission did
approve it.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: I just had one question on this document here
under article four sections four point zero four says the master lease is amended to
substitute zero dollars as the amount of tenant’s deposit so this addresses under
the master lease that the tenant’s deposit of
With Matson is the sum of fifty thousand dollars. So, are we trying to are we they
wanting to amend the master lease so that it isn’t fifty thousand anymore
Okay. sublease
GEDA Michael Cruz:
security

It just deposit means that cabras marines did not pay a

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay so um nick is that what I understand I
guess what they are saying but, um the intension but, on this sublease here it says
section four point four of the master lease is amended. Do you know of this?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I don’t know?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay. I just want to make sure that it doesn’t be
any way to amended the master lease. Oh okay. Where It says section four point
zero four. It says of the master lease is to be amended. Your intension is that
cabras doesn’t have to pay a security deposit and that’s what supposed to convey
right?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I believe that. No. it doesn’t.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling:
master lease in any way.

Is that okay? It is okay. It doesn’t affect the
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Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft
GEDA Michael Cruz: No. it doesn’t you need on to refer 1A, where it says the
master lease is incorporated.to article section A,
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Right I saw that. I saw that yeah, I read that.
GEDA Michael Cruz: Except as here and provided so, they’re not making the
security deposit applicable to cabras point. To the sublease, the lease.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay. Just wanted clarification. Thank you.
Chairman Anthony Ada: That’s a good question though mike, in page one it
refers to cabras as a sublease, right? How come it says master lease? Shouldn’t it
say the sublease is amended to substitute zero dollars as oppose to the work
master.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: It could say I guess, to be more clarity cabras
marine will not be require to pay a security deposit or no it’s just going to be
collected.; versus, when I see master lease is amended that kinda makes me wait a
minute, why are we changing the master lease? So.
GEDA Michael Cruz: Yeah. your right? It could of just said that the sublease is not
required to pay a security deposit.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: And then that will be clearly by everybody to
any question. I’d like to see that amended that way. You know. Just so that there is
no misunderstanding.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
GEDA Michael Cruz: We’ll take it back and make the changes. And then I think, I
mean the commission is okay with sublease leasing this property with these
changes
Chairman Anthony Ada: After that term has been clarified then, will be okay with
it.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah. It’s just a one-year term with options with
a one-year period. It’s just a long term.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Mr. Cmz How big is the size? What’s the size of
this?
GEDA Michael Cruz: It’s just an acre. It’s a small portion of the thirty acres.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I see the map but, I can’t determine what’s the
size. My eyesight is ah.
GEDA Larry Toves: Oh, I’m sorry, it does your correct Commissioner the actual
sublease is that Was developed by Matson and the tenant does not specify the
exact area of the property, the lease urn, the question so I ask is for the response
from Matson as soon as I get that then, Like Mr. Cruz said it’s actually less than an
acre.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’m, sorry chelu but it’s not only my eyesight is
giving up on me but my hearing lai.
GEDA Larry Toves: Oh, I’m sorry. So, it does not your correct it does not specify it
on the sublease the actual land area being sublet, so, were gona ask Matson to
identify that to give this specific area.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Okay.
GEDA Michael Crux: We’ll make the change and then present for you.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
GEDA Michael Cruz: Could we recommend then that with those changes then
maybe the chair will be authorized to sign up.
Director Michael Borja: Could you guys please put that into a motion?
Chairman Anthony Ada: I move with the corrections. I move to approve the
sublease and then were going to have to wait for another meeting on behalf of the
board. Okay. So,
Commissioner Antonio Sablan:
Matson lease to cabras marine.

I move to approve the requested sublease to

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay we move to.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I’d like to extend the motion to include changes to be
made on the lease.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Depended on the changes Mike and Larry.
Once those changes are made then, we’ll just sign it. So, it’s been moved and ah.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I’ll seconded it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: It’s been seconded by Commissioner Cruz. Any more
discussion? Shal we vote? Okay Commissioner Wessling, yes. Or, we’ll just go all
in favor. All, Aye. Opposed, okay. Motion passes.
GEDA Larry Toves: Thank you Mr. Chairman.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: May I request a copy of your master ease?
GEDA Larry Toves: Sure. We’ll provide that. I believe the agency has a copy of it
but, we’ll go ahead and give you a copy.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I understand but, I have asked for it in the past, and still
didn’t get it. So, I need to get it.
GEDA Larry Toves: Oh okay I’m sorry.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I can email that to you to you. Is there something else
that you wanted to see with the minutes? I’ll make sure. I’ll make sure that it gets to
you that way
Ronald Eclavea: Okay he’s going to email you the master.
GEDA Larry Toves: I can email it to you or,
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
GEDA Larry Toves: Okay So I’ll email it to the commission. Um also, I just wanted
to let you know that you do have a copy of the motion report. Um, unless somebody
wants to ask any questions.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Okay. For the month of August. Okay the
first one is A Commissary Junction. That’s Kwikspace Right?
GEDA Larry Toves: Yes Sir.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Any interest of the RFP.
GEDA Larry Toves: Um as of today. They were ten companies registered to
download the REP and it’s due September 1.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Inaudible
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. So were down to five Okay Mike or Larry can you
just go down the list and we’ll of the report
GEDA Larry Toves: Okay. Are there any questions of the Apra Hathor pails No. 1
is basically if they are in compliance.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Excuse Me Larry can you speak a little louder
because Mr. Sablan here I know still trying to.
GEDA Larry Toves: Okay. Sorry Um so, Apra Harbor No. 1 is basically or leasing
Kwikspace. No changes on that lease they’re in tendency is compliance and their
payments and lease are current or, is current. Apra Harbor Reservation F-12 Polaris
Point, Matson Navigation company. The navy is still puffing together the plans to
conduct the work that is needed for the clean-up of some of the areas that are still
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determined to be environmentally hazary. So, to speak, and so, we’ve been trying
to get the Navy for a year now. To speed up the process up at any more time and
Matson is making sure of keeping them on track so they’ll follow-up with that. We’ve
just presented the count about the lease with Cobras Marine Corporation so,
moving on to the next item as you will well know we put out an RFP for the
remaining portion of the property of Polaris Point so, we have in addition to putting
out the ad for this availability of property of Polaris. We’ve sent the add to some or
most real estate companies on the island and other some private businesses. Just
in effort to try and go to a more interest in the copy or the RFP itself so, were hoping
that is successful in getting one or two proposals of this property., so again, the due
date for submission is September 1. So, if any proposals we’ll go ahead and put
together an evaluation team and then, that evaluation team may consists members
of this commission if any commissioners would like to volunteer we can always set
that up with the individual commission members. And so, the process it takes to get
all the proposals, we review all the proposals, we evaluate them, we rank them and
then, we come back to they know that they have been selected and start negotiating
ranks and terms and condition of the lease and then once that’s done, then they
present to the commission for approval. Okay.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: So, you’ve received RFP’S already?
GEDA Larry Toves: No. we received interest so what happens is by procurement
law made some changes over the year so that when people would like to receive
the RFP they have to register online so our database shows that there are 10
companies that have registered online.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Okay.
GEDA Larry Toves: At least at this point we have 10 companies interested.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Okay.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Do they identify the nature of their business?
GEDA: Larry Toves: Ah yeah, the name of the business, information Address,
contact numbers.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So mostly are for container storages or scrap metal or...
GEDA Larry Toves: Um, that they don’t express because at this point were still in
procurement what they do is register.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
GEDA Larry Toves: So again, At least it gives us an idea of how many companies
made the interest of the property.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
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Commissioner Maria Cruz: Now when you’re ready to review so what? You’ll be
contacting us or, you’ll be coming to our meeting to volunteer with the negotiation.
GEDA Larry Toves: So the way this works is again, when we get all our proposals
by the due date we’ll formalize this date Right into the commission that these are
the proposals committed on this date so the way that this time. We recommend
establishing the evaluation committee and so, if Land Management if anybody
whether it be anyone on the commission any staff members from GALC would like
to participate on the evaluation committee we can set that up and then a final list of
evaluators will be
Approved by the commission, then we start evaluating the proposals.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Okay. Thank you for the refresher it’s been a while
GEDA Larry Toves: It has been a while. And so, after that’s done once we
establish evaluation committee we go right into evaluating proposals and then we
do review, scoring, selection and ranking. And then that list of ranking is then
presented to the commission.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Any more questions? Next item.
GEDA Larry Toves: Urn N5D Mangilao route 15 I know Diego has been pretty
much saying in the conclusion of this um, last, we understand is that the decision is
still within the courts to decide.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I’ll check on that again.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Urn we understand Larry the judge Vern Perez
found that it’s not a license. It’s a lease. So, he implemented a lease to expire in
April 2018 next year. So, I think it was with attorney Highsmith right Nick?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Taft: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: We oppose were opposing the lease has been opposed
the decision of the judge but it’s also a determination letter that next this point. Year
2018 and we’ll do it the right way, right? That’s what we understand at
GEDA Larry Toves: I do call that but, now I’m sorry o don’t have an update as to
what the decision is from attorney Highsmith what’s going on with the courts so,
GEDA Michael Cruz: Just as a point of clarification. I was under the understanding
that with that decision was the dededo property and not necessary the Route 15
property is which is the N5D. so, it think, I thought that 2018 I mean the lease which
will expire in 2018 applies to dededo not necessary the route 15 one.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Year. Initially that’s what I thought also but, they ordered
the Westco to issue a check for NED something like twenty-three hundred
For N5D and so I said wait a minute. But, so it wasn’t any income from N5D
GEDA Michael Cruz: That’s right.
Chairman Anthony Ada: But so there was not any income coming from N5D. It
was one dollar one time only one-dollar fee but, when Highsmith that they issued a
check I think it was sent to GEDA and you folks Diego not knowing that it transpires
that it hasn’t been pad it to
GEDA Michael Cruz: We didn’t accept the check.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah and then later on what clarified he asked for them
to bring it back but, they haven’t brought it back. Have they brought it back?
GEDA Larry Toves: Well I understand that Attorney Highsmith is aware of that
situation unless, he’s instructed us to just hold of in waiting until he able to go
through the court proceedings or whatever he required to determine it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. I guess we have to ask Attorney Highsmith. Okay.
GEDA Larry Toves: So, as soon as we get a decision on that. We’ll agree to the
commission Um Wettengel Johnson, Northern Place recently made a payment for
two months so, just over fifty thousand we just received it on Monday so, I have
your checks for the commission to cover that rental and plus Matson’s rental for the
month so, here we have just over sixty thousand dollars of rent that was submitted
to the commission. So, um Mr. Camacho you mentioned to me that about a week
ago when I spoke with them, that because of high cost of construction and labor,
materials. The company itself is looking to downsizing the design and the scope for
this development for this property in dededo. And so, they’re working on those
plans. And once that is completed a participant comes before the commission and
to present that plan and for commissions consideration. So, as soon as I get word
from Mr. Camacho we’ll schedule that with the commission staff we can present it at
the next meeting.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: But, they are currently with the rents.
GEDA Larry Toves: But they are current with the rents.
GEDA Larry Toves: And then with the respect to the licenses up in tyan from my
understanding that the licenses are now being handled by the commission staff, so,
there is supposedly a MOU between GALC and their and in their respective
divisions Guam EPA and Department of Public Health and Social Services. So,
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. That’s in our agenda. For us to find out whether it
will be that those agreement have been signed and in effect. Because I think there
was a delay in the signatures so,
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Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft:
wait to we get to the end?

Yeah. Do you want me to speak with that now or

Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: We received the MOU back from the FDA being
considered He is requesting two modifications to the MOU. One was the elimination
to the option to extend because of the statutory of limitations of five years on any
term of any lease unless there was an exception of any contacts with the lease,
which we didn’t do in this incidence we didn’t have the publications of the
determination need for this So there is a hard year in five-year cap in this mailer if
we can eliminate paragraph three the option to extend. The second part was to
adjust the term because it was back dated to January 1, 2015, which were also not
allowed to do if we can just change that to the date that governor sign’s it and then it
will just run five years from that date. It may go from two changes I think that will be
acceptable for you to do the sign off and then the governor.
Director Michael Borja: So then that period of time between the GEDA MOU and
our MOU that gap is unpayable?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: It’s not unpayable. It’s written agreement. It’s
essentially like a month to month hold over, just not covered by a.
Director Michael Borja: Okay so the month on the MOU in existence with
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: the previous only.
Director Michael Borja: Okay. So, we get that re-done and then your signatures
will go out. But, I think that the issue with that which one came back the EPA one
WIC one right? The Public Health.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I’ll look it up. Yeah.
Director Michael Borja: And then EPA lost there’s so we had to do another one
should have called to at least to sign another one but, this way were going to have
to modify it.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Yeah. We should check?
Director Michael Borja: The MOU’S and we’ll change that but, they lost but, we’ve
been our admin staff has been Working with WIC on just making sure that their
making sure that we accounted the cost and the reconciliation so we have been in
contact with them. But, we are not able to invoice them until the MOU’S. so the
invoice I guess the invoicing it had to the collection had to go through GEDA for this
period of time to a month to month up until this MOU will go into effect.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So it’s still in GEDA’S
Director Michael Borja: Well apparently if the effective date is on the date of the
signing by the governor that’s the issue so it’s on a month to month from GEDA.
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GEDA Larry Toves: So I guess what I’ll do is we’ll go ahead and have our
accounting division do the research to determine all the arrears owed from WIC.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Taft: Yeah.
GEDA Larry Toves: To that effect.
Director Michael Borja: Right
GEDA Larry Toves: So we’ll just say to make a payment to the commission.
Director Michael Borja: It’s based on you MOU’S so that should still be in force an
effect.
GEDA Larry Toves: Okay.
Director Michael Borja: And you know you’ll get your percentage of that.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So what’s our time line to get those things corrected?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Well I’m gonna sprint it up as soon as we get the
modifications on it and we get the signatures and try and take as soon as possible.
Chairman Anthony Ada: On another question coming out about their five-year
limit?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: We’ll probably need to talk to both WIC and GEPA that
we need to do that process to give them a longer term or, we just do it five years.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: I would say do it five years for now and then when
that renewal period comes up and we have a little more time to work on it. Maybe,
weight the ground works for exceptional term contract if we are going to have them
stay into the premises for a longer period of time that’s in ALC’s best interest and it
works out like that so, we can do all the there’s kinda a lot of functions that ahead of
you have to publish notice of it. Do a written determination of need. And (think the
governor’s office has to be involve in that as well. So, I think do the five-year term
now. Get it in get it out the door and then when it rolls around the next time come
prepared to do a extended term.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So the beginning of the five-year term will be the that
new document is signed, right?
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Yes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. I think it might be a different board by that time so,
can we write some kind of memo for the folder into the file that this is what we
discussed that after the five year I think that maybe even one year before the five
years. That process of RFP determination of need.
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Director Michael Borja: I’ll put in a MOU for that.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okie Dokie.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So you back in with the GEDA and EPA right? until we
get this paper work done.
GEDA Larry Toves: So we’ll continue to invoice?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. It’s status quote into the paper work.
GEDA Larry Toves: Alright sir.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Wessling: I just had a question regarding
the Matson Master lease. Urn, in just going through it. Urn, I was reading the terms
and conditions of the Master lease. Matson if you could refresh my memory they are
paying how rnuch per month?
GEDA Larry Toves: The total payrnent per month twenty- four eight hundred.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Twenty-Four thousand eight hundred a month.
Come on. In going through the tease and their saying that they’ve been a good
tenant and theirs a lease agreement. This lease was signed back in 2010 and there
was a Polaris point development
Plan that was supposed to be done in three phases and t gave a tirne line for those
phases so, based on what was first planned in 2017 would have been the end of
phase one when they were supposed to do all of the development in approving so,
I’m just kinda curios to what happen. Has that had been done? They estimated a
cost of approximately 2.9 million dollars agreernent of this lease agreement of what
are they going to do so, has that been fulfilled?
GEDA Larry Toves: Not at this time.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay I understand that there has been stuff that
the navy need to do cleanup and that rnaybe that it has been impacted this
development plan.
GEDA Larry Toves: That has some impact on it but, real premise of this lease at
the time was again was a premise of a road of military.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling:

I understand.

GEDA Larry Toves: So now that’s like slowed down a little bit. I suspected that’s
why Matson is not coming out with full force with the development.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: But has there been any amendments to this
development of this Maston Lease because, it has? Okay.
GEDA Larry Toves: Yes.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: That answers my question’s. My second
question is was that just reviewing sections 401 which addresses the base rent
okay. The lease payments according to this section was to be twenty-five thousand
dollars per month pending completion of the survey of the property described in
2.02. so, if you flip over to 2.02, it says here that the tenant Matson will within thirty
days of the commencement of the lease have the property survey. So, you go back
to the base rent section. It says that after the survey is completed so that’s
supposed to be within thirty days of the commencement of the tease which was July
200. I think it was? The lease payment was to be adjusted and it states here that
that annual base period shall be the product of thirty dollars of the square meter of
the area. So, I’, assuming has it always been thirty acres? If you take thirty acres
times four thousand forty -seven square meters that’s roughly one hundred twentyone thousand square meters if you multiply that by thirty dollars per square meter
your looking at annual rent of 3.6 million dollars or roughly three hundred or three
hundred thousand dollars per month. Is this how it’s supposed to be done I’m just
kinda curious? But That’s what the lease says urn,
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That doesn’t sound right though?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: But I mean you know if you know that’s just
what’s the lease says if you do the numbers I had somebody else just read this
page and tell me what do you calculate this lease to be. Not supposing who the
parties think but, they came up with the same thing that I did. And they just said
wow! What tenant signed this lease? Because that’s a huge amount of money. So,
I was just wondering was that the intension?
GEDA Michael Cruz: Did you say urn thirty dollars?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah. Um I can read this to you, it says pending
the completion of the survey describe in section 2.02. Okay. Which was to be done
within thirty days of the commencement of the lease. Tenant’s shall lease to the
landlord towards rental of payment in the amount of twenty- five thousand dollars
per month. After the completion of the survey, the amount the rent due upon this
rent shall be adjusted so that the annual base rent shall be the product of thirty
dollars per square meters as they are of the premises as being confirmed of the
survey above and a percent period. The base pay shall be paid in stall be born
installments. Tenant’s shall pay the difference in rent owed to the landlord if says
survey indicates the premise to be enlarger than thirty acres. If said survey indicates
be less than thirty acres. The landlord shall apply any excess rent paid by the tenant
before said survey was completed to tenant’s outstanding rental payments. Parties
agree that the base rent is current fair market rental value with the premises. So, if
you do the numbers, I mean this is wonderful for Ancestral Lands my goodness.
So, I’m just kinda wondering you know. Did they do the survey in thirty days?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:

Or, I’m curious who did the language of that?

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Maybe the language that did this thing.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah. That’s how I found this to be. If you look
at it so I’m just
GEDA Mr. Michael Cruz: You don’t need change in the length as far has been the
lease says twenty -five thousand a month like Larry said the rent payment is twentyfour eight.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah. Right?
GEDA Mr. Michael Cruz: Not twenty -five a month?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Not twenty- five a month so.
GEDA Michael Cruz: And the reason for is so for that is a portion of the property is
contaminated. And so, they couldn’t use it. So that resulted in a reduction in the
rent. not necessary a reduction in the area but, a reduction in the rent.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay. I mean I can understand that. I can
understand that doing thing subsequent.
GEDA Michael Cruz: It was not.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Or if anything subsequent to amend that
because right now all we have is this master lease predicting because the terms of
the agreement and so was this the intensions of the parties?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Maybe the chronological fact can be tenant of what
has happened as then.
GEDA Larry Toves: We’ll certainly look into it so.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Yeah. I just think it’s wonderful.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Well their admitting to there.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Well then that’s okay. The admitting to this
point. This was this the intension? And everybody signed it so,
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: But if you read after it it says fair market value.
After that the fair market of the value.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah right after that thirty dollars of square meter. What I
understood is the fair market value of the thirty-three dollars of the square because
of the lease it’s eight percent of the thirty dollars per square meter.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: But that’s not how this is written though it’s
actually thirty dollars per square meters and eight percent.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: and eight percent.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: So that’s like wow!
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Or icing on the cake....
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: That’s my concern because reviewing the
contract it did say the product of interest will take. I’m questioning of that I don’t
have a copy of that.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Right.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: What is the product? Is that eight percent of the
or whatever it is when you are reading it, it does not specify that information.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: It looks like it should be eight percent of base
rent. It should be thirty dollars per square meter?

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Maybe that’s what was intended at the time
GEDA Michael Cruz: Yeah.
GEDA Michael Cruz: Eight percent is not
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: But that’s not how it was worded. Written and
worded and so, you know for our good tenant’s protection.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Good catch.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Not that I think we would of missed this.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Maybe we should?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: I mean you know.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: We could have had they are antonymous they
got millions and millions of dollars.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Thank you,
GEDA Larry Toves: No thank you. We’ll certainly look at it.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: (inaudible)
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, um following on what commissioner Wessling talked
about and for the record. Because of the slow down and the buildup those changes
that Matson put on their timeline. Maybe we can contact them and tell them can you
be advised and
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Director Michael Borja: You mean wettengel Northern Market, right?
Chairman Anthony Ada: No the Matson.
GEDA Michael Cruz: Oh their development plan, even Wettengel huh but the
question that Commissioner Wessling brought up after a certain time line everything
supposed to be done and Larry’s response was that was based on the buildup and
the buildup slowed downed and we understood that it’s no longer feasible because
of their there’s no activity but, maybe just get them to update or write something. This is
the reason why we didn’t meet our timeline when we first signed this lease
GEDA Larry Toves: Sure.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Excuse me sir. I have concerns in reference to
this military buildup. I do understand that companies lease from us and there is a
slow down on the buildup that they stand to suffer but, my other side of my thinking
is that these companies have saw this land and they grabbed it. And so now we
reserved it all for ourself. and we were then prevented with working out with other
companies to use it on a piece by piece or sectional basis where it guarantees that
particular income and now they’re saying this has slowed down this expense added
up stuff like that therefore, were gonna not pay you as much. My concern is that if
they can’t pay as a much they should be paying back the land as to work on another
tenant possibly. Such as the Northern market and even Matson if that is suitable for
us. They grabbed it and they know that in the future their gonna make big, big
money in reference of the buildup their finding themselves that kinda bid too much
and not able to chew it. Why should we the Ancestral Land ended up taking the
burden of the cost when we could have done something with the land to lease it to
another entity that where we could make our money. That’s my ah the things that
are going on my head or my concern.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Good point. I agree.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: You have a comment on it?
GEDA Larry Toves: Um....
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well I guess going into that section of the thirty-thousand
of the eight percent. The key term there is the product. The product of A & B. the
product of thirty dollars per square meter and B eight percent. So, I recall the
product is thirty tines eight percent when you use the term product right?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You see it’s not really clear with eight percent per
month or, eight percent per annum?
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Oh no it’s says the product of that’s what I read
as confirmed and eight percent.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Maybe a lawyer can.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling:
percent.
Chairman Anthony Ada:
available.

I guess that’s why I said multiple by eight

Yeah when you use the term product. The product

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: So it will be the product, products multiplying.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okie Dokie.
What’s that question answered when you can
Commissioner Maria Cruz:
actually survey and was it bigger than what it was initially anticipated. or?
GEDA Larry Toves: We’ll look at it but, at the tine ten years ago or almost ten
years ago. We’ll look at it but, oi don’t think that (inaudible) the actual rental is
based on that actual survey to the property.
Land Agent Joey Leon Guerrero: I was just gonna ask Matson covered the cost
for survey, right? not GEDA?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Right?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. So, things to do, right? You got WIC and EPA until
we get our paper work done.
GEDA Larry Toves: We’ll clarify with Matson on the sublease with cabras and
we’ll go ahead and take a look back at the language with the mater lease verses
sublease.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Master lease verses sublease. And when that’s fixed we
don’t have to wait for a meeting just let me know Then we got it. and just for clarity
that thirty and eight percent. The term there of their product means to the result off.
So, we can read it that way or we can also read it the other way. Just to clarify.

GEDA Larry Toves: We will. Okay, any more questions for these gentleman’s?
Well while were here
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay, any more questions for these gentleman’s? Well
while were here Do we need to talk? About Mike or Larry is this Fs? the GEDA
MOA?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Minus well if it’s on it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: What was the question that you guys had because we
went line by line that all the things that GEDA can continue to do right?
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Commissioner Maria Cruz: I have a question if the director. We have the thoughts
on the MOU you know I’m sure you looked at it. You have any suggestions for the
commissioners? Or shall we just let it go another ten years? Or the as is? Or then
again, an extension?
Director Michael Borja: Well you know your gonna have certain other properties
that are gona continue we may want to go look at and use GEDA in the future
because there not the little tiny things they are the big ones that you have in other
places and you still have to have GEDA to do the REP’S and what not and as I
expressed to you before that if it comes down to either paying a percentage of some
kind for the duration of that agreement that we get from their work or you have
some other kind of form for it or you pay the service fee and then you have to kinda
absorb additional costs like legal fees and what not and if there’s a challenge in the
future. So, that’s, that’s what we have to look at and setting the amount and right
now you are currently paying fourteen point 3 percent so that’s you guys need to
say what you want what’s good to work at I mean you know and it has to mesh and
come to some agreement with them as well and that’s we can hash out an
agreement real fast but I think it comes down to the amount that were gonna pay
them for their services whether it’s a continuous fee that’s collected out from the
rent or it’s a partial or it’s a pay aa we go kind of thing and then we have to be
responsible for any absolute cost so we can’t, so, you know that’s. that’s what you
guys have to look at? And they got to tell us that’s what we have to look at we can
work something out and come up with some kind of agreement and if there are
certain kind of terms you know right the approach we took is that 14.3 percent is
way too much and we haven’t really got back to anything. I am scheduled to sit
down to and meet with Larry tomorrow morning to talk this one and Chamorro Land
Trust as well. But, it’s at that point that what is gonna be amount that gonna be
agreeable amount with you guys I mean we can put through the work effort and go
with some kind of stuff and create different versions with different options but, that’s
just a lot of work not knowing where you guys want to come from in the first place.
Director Michael Borja: I got a suggestion. I suggest that you and GEDA sit down
and negotiate and come to the table for you our approval. Can we do that?
Because we have a difficult time trying to get to together and we meet only
sometimes once a month. So, can we ask to.
Director Michael Borja: And that I can do but, what you need to do is to do is give
a general direction. Do you want to do something similar to what we are doing now
where there’s a set percentage for every transactional lease that is deveLoped by
GEDA or Do want to go a do as a pay kind of go thing?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: If it’s can use to that arrangement to
Ancestral Land maybe it should be the same.

Guam

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Can we ask something?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Sure.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: The only thing with me is that if there’s an
unknown you know of just exactly you know whether it’s enough or not enough or
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too much with the 14.3 three I’m not sure in my mind because I’m not sure what
their you their liabilities would be when things go wrong would that fourteen
percent? Why? I’m just not sure why it is or not and I don’t know I just can’t tell I
mean maybe it’s fair or more than fair. Maybe it’s just right I just can’t have no way
to really tell it is or not but, what if everybody says it’s too high but you know There
saying their’ s a legal cost. They spent a lot of money of the RFP that we had at the
finegayan area and they absorb a lot of cost and so, it seems it seems right but,
then again were not I’m not sure. But, they do have a lot of responsibility but,
whether 14.3 three be unknown to me. But I don’t’ know. I trust our directors like
what she said for them to go in and come in and with their discussions and see if
will why is this justified and then come up to us why or not? Guys this should be
here or not or whatever you know that’s just my.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I like to for us to get into an executive meeting
director. I believe throw this back and forth that you know for him what is a figure for
him to bring to the table as to what is comfortable figure for us. Verses discussing it
out openly and its ah...
Chairman Anthony Ada: I think we are all frustrated, right? Remember Director
Borja go through our intensions that we should be looking at the white paper that
was written by Mr. Jay Rojas on June 14. In their it outlines um what that 14.7
percent covers right? I mean 14.3. Now before this happened it was an oversight
hearing with Senator Tom Ada where he asks is that the going rate? And the
answer was it’s higher than the going rate. The going rate is something like ten
percent more like ten percent. But Commissioner Wessling said that’s the how you
say rule of thumb. But, go and look deeper and see what GEDA is providing of out
of that 14.3. Then maybe 14.3 is not too much.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Right?
Chairman Anthony Ada: So the recommendation by Director Borja that we read
that white paper that was written by Jay Rojas so we can start there uh I know that
a few of us tried to get together but, it’s conflict of schedule, right? and maybe we
don’t have to together and read does everybody has seen this white paper. Maybe
we can send it out again?
Deputy Director David Camacho: We can provide it? Everybody is provided.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. Everybody is provided but, I think we need to hold
in there. Because he’s already justifying what the 14.3 tells. We just have to read
that paper and agree or disagree? And then ask him.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: When was that signed oft? The other day.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Ah..boy.... this was dated June 14. So, it must have
been soon after June fourteen.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: I got a copy of it here. I don’t have internet access but, if
you guys want I’ll just email everyone another set. This was email to us by director
Borja.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. Mike and Larry, you’ve seen this white paper,
right? You guys have (inaudible) with this white paper. Maleeka?
GEDA Larry Toves: They have they do.
(Too much talking inaudible)
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: They said they drafted the paper.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. I see you guys are actually experts nai in that. The
thing is when nothing is going on and our concern is when nothing is happening is
when static and the 14.3 keeps being deducted then, that’s what the concern we
have here then maybe it should be something in there.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: When we talk too much.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah. Because we generate things almost a
five hundred thousand and then they gain about two-hundred sum. Right? so that
look at the balance there.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: And he’s benefiting and that’s the bottom line.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, then you take a look at the white paper and then
maybe we can counter offer that maybe we can if there’s nothing going on then,

fourteen percent is not.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So long It’s like a retainer fee.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Is like a car insurance?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah, yeah yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: You just buy it just in case, right?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: What do you mean nothing going on? What does
that mean? Makes no sense.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well, If the leases are going steady. There’s nothing that

needs to be done, no re-writing, no extra effort to get them to pay. You know for
example.
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Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No lawsuits.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Ahe, Estee.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: What he’s trying to say is that it’s not applicable to
that monthly rental. That’s what the tax says.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Let’s go one by one Kwikspace right? KwikSpace
sometimes they pay ahead so, should 14.3 be deducted from Kwikspace payment
because their proof failing.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah. Regularly.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Or we drop it down to ten. That’s where om coming from.
Now on the N5D if there’s bulla going on, right? well I don’t want to put any words
into Jay Rojas mouth, right? That’s why you read this white paper that he wrote.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Other bits of concern that I have is when the
tenant’s not paying were the one is suffering a 100 percent of that burden so, I like
GEDA to be more proactive in collecting that because. Don’t just sit back and wait
and wait and wait. So, I mean those are the things that we need to discuss.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Right? I think they hun too because they don’t
get paid on that fourteen percent.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well, our experience with bodies still when they keep
coming back to GEDA to say please give me another chance and then we agree.
Maybe in that side we just have to be a little more strict. Because, now we have a
pile of junk down there and we don’t have the money to clean it up. Okay. So, The
June 14 letter from Jay Rojas to Director Borja. I’ll send, everybody who want a
copy of it. I’ll just send it. I know it’s been emailed but, if you see my inbox.
Deputy David Camacho: We’ll give them a copy. Everybody will get a copy.
Okay. Okay. So Director Camacho will provide
Chairman Anthony Ada:
everybody a copy now. Anything more you want to bring up Mike or Larry?
GEDA Larry Toves: Thank You.
GEDA Michael Cruz: Thank You.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Can I just say something then for the record
you were absolutely right Mr. Chairman as far as the Matson lease and what’s the
definition for the product is, so, that was my misunderstanding of the reading under
the terms.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. That word
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: So, I just want to say that for the record. Okay.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay. Thank You.
Chairman Anthony Ada: That’s a cute word product.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Ah, Okay our sequence with out of sequence. I’m taking
it the lien the update. We’re not gonna have too much because attorney Hightower
is not here.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Attorney Highsmith.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I mean Highsmith. Okay sorry about that. The
subparagraph outcome of the mediation. The outcome is that there is no outcome.
Okay. Just for the record.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Okay so scratch were done.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay we got the Matson. Okay now that Commissioner
Laguana and Commissioner Eclavea are here. Item number A GPA request? And
so well Commissioner Eclavea is pushing forward the discussion that we should sell
it. Ah Commissioner Laguana, Commissioner Sablan and I think even myself were
pushing the idea of Will lease it. But, CPA is not interested it in leasing it and that’s
where we are at?
Chairman Anthony Ada: So do we...
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Whose communicating with CPA?
Chairman Anthony Ada: About This? The last communication with them saying
that are still interested. But, I haven’t heard anything. CPA Hasn’t?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Well the last information that we got was resent
it out again for all the interest that they.
Chairman Anthony Ada: We did?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: And what’s the status?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah.
Director Michal Borja: Well they did that because they can’t you know they got to
cover all their avenues on this thing. They have an extremely limited time there so
you know. I think the preference is to try and work something out with the Guam
Ancestral Lands Commission that they made their presentation in the last meetings
ah no resolution came out of that from the board um so, what I’m asking is that you
guys put a motion on the floor and however it goes is how it goes but, you know
there is an interest in there the way it was done with the simple the adjacent
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property with Guam Waterworks authority is that it’s gonna be appraised hotel
zoning with reversionary that their not using it at all. But, there is a time period that
they have to meet with to stay within their requirements bit, I think they got some
really time limits. But, I don’t know with the court litigation to do this as well, bit, they
made their presentation of they want to do as well. I don’t know in that presentation
if they showed you that there was all this other different, I know I was in a meeting
on with senior staff and the governor on the different kinds of power that are
available out there. It’s not gonna be the things that you see down in cabras. It’s not
gonna be the things that you see at tangisan it’s a new generation of power plants.
And a smaller version of that right of marine drive of dededo the substation. There’s
a bid sign of it their building too, it’s indoor power plant. It does not even look like a
power plant, but, it is a power plant. And one of the pictures is their looking at the
different kinds of system that they can install but, some of these you can’t even tell
of their power plant there are covered building and it’s all in indoors. But, they have
one in dededo they already done one. It’s one of their indoor generation power
plants in the system, so, it’s nit gonna look like a tangisan or a a cabras. One of the
things too is you guys have is your property continues further to the north it’s in the
process that it’s being surveyed by Guam Waterworks so it can go through the Land
Registration process to get that all finished out and then you are gonna have a
whole heck of more land that I think that are all zoned already under hotel to be
made available absolutely for and something like that I think that GEDA go definitely
and try and market the land to get your long-term leases. And when we do the
termination of lease none of these leases will be short term. And for a lot of the
dependable area is absolutely depended on additional power rates. The power
generation systems this is to supplement there’re be much greater power coming
out of it there got to retire greater power their got in cabras. Their grossly insufficient
they use the wrong kind of fuel and you see the pollution that comes out of that
stuff. So, and it makes a perfect sense They try to match it with that water, that
waste water facility that’s being built by wastewater works. The gray water that’s
gonna come out of there will be coming out of there wherever their located if so you
saw that if you read their RFP that they put out. They wanted to make sure that here
was definitely an easement connectivity to the further waste water treatment plan
whatever their gonna be in that region and one of the limitation that they put down
especially after you guys brought it up is to stay outside of that five-hundred-foot
radius at any kind of school. So, they made that a presentation to you that was a
presentation I haven’t seen any come forward of a form or a written presentation.
But, if you guys have an interest in moving forward in some way I know you talked
to leasing. they’re not interested in leasing the same way with waterworks be
interested in leasing even Chamorro Land Trust properties because of bond
covenant issues that they have. But, you know their gonna buy a fair market value
at hotel zoned. That’s a lot of money and it can be used as. If your concern about
the inventory reduction, you can use it to buy the land or you can use it to put to
build upon some of your current lands and can be rental out of that. But, your rest of
of your properties is you don’t have no infrastructure or ability in that area and if
they end up losing out not wanting to build you can’t build too much with that kind of
infrastructure. It’s gonna happen one way or the other I just don’t know where. But,
they’re not, they went with the RFP and their not sure they had all their bases cause
they can’t sit still and move into some kind of conservation So, all I ask is to give
some consideration and put it to a vote, see which way it comes up, and put it to a
discussion and just know that they are seriously, they came to you guys and so
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there was this serious desire to obtain that adjacent property to the new norther
waste property treatment plan for the purpose for building a new power plant facility.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Urn, Commissioner Eclavea brought it up that this
property is in the land bank, right? If you sell it are we restricted that it’s only
wholeness into the land bank trust your converting a land into money and the other
thing that Commissioner Eclavea brought up is that we can go by income
generating properties, initially just by other properties and none income generating
properties is not gonna do anything better for us. It will be developed or by income
generating properties l’s gonna require perrnission getting permission from the
legislature, right? Because right mow that is law.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I think that the legislature will be opened for
approving of us or doing something that allows us to sell to other properties and use
the rnoney to either buy to either by new land or to develop our other properties that
we have it’s just like the Director said we can develop other properties and make it
more attractive and make more revenues out of it.
Director Michal Borja: If you express that kind of intent, to make a rnotion is to be
put into a resolution typically with those kinds of criteria. You forward that off to the
legislature. That’s what your desire is That the money it. It can be used to do the
investment with that and then, it becomes public law and then you have that ability
and you can’t go with it to do that. Again, you need someone like GEDA to help you
probably sourcing out or whatever and by and find to generating the properties for
you to lease out on your behalf.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Specifically the ones that GPA has been leasing
out in route 3. Those are very attractive properties that those families have
answered that, but, they couldn’t use it those are very attractive properties that are
in route 3 maybe, we have enough left over to purchase the same size and still
have enough left over to go and improve our other properties for lease, buildings
and whatever.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. So....
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Another thing that i want to add the fact that it is
A zone. The sewage street it’s fight there. I don’t see any invest I aint seeing
anybody buying that hotel. At hotel price, right now. Except GPA?
Director Michal Borja: Yeah but your properties are to the north it’s not to the
direction of the much of where it is.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
anywhere

I’m very far away form that treatment or

Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Or anywhere around there.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I’m far away from the cliff line and very now and
then when that (Inaudible). Far that’s just right there. It hits over there and I’m far.
And that’ just right there.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling; But, with the new plan it might not be a sound.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No. the sewage treatment is the one that’s just.
Chairman Anthony Ada:
dropped.

Just by saying that GPA might say okay the price

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No. it’s hotel zoned. You have to buy it at hotel
zoned.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Is their gonna be a hotel there?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No their willing to buy it right now.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: How much are they asking for?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. This in Steps. I need to clarify whether or not if
the property is sold it has no other option but to put it into the trust to be distributed
or we can use the money to invest. That’s the one question, right?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: But, I see the recovery funds because that’s the only
way that you can use it. Because, once it’s placed it what Land Bank Trust that we
can’t use it,
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Check fan if our Land Trust Bank allows us to
act like developers to sell to exchange and to do stuffs like that because I was
reading it. but, go ahead and. I was reading it and it allows us to do that in our
meeting legislation so, maybe we don’t need to do anything else just do it. Right?
You guys should call reading now in our meeting legislature. It’s already there it
allows us to do it. Act like developers. It even says there.
Deputy Director David Camacho: It is in the Public Law.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: It is in there and we can act like developers.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: If you read it. It’s there and we can distribute those
moneys if you want to pay from the land owners if the rules and regs are advised.
(Inaudible)
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: That’s one point too because the rules haven’t
because the rules and regs hasn’t been clarified by the legislature. I think that it
would be premature to kind of make some kind of determination is to what to do
with the proceeds before those rules and regs are in place telling us that’s what are
duties and responsibilities as far as the proceeds whether it’s good to distinguish
claims or whether is best doing for our end. So, I would say vote on the sell or not,
but, don’t worry about the proceeds at this point because that could potentially be
changed by when the legislature comes back.
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Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No but, we can make the sell the condition on
that because if we can’t.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You can’t make that decision on the buyer.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No. I’m talking about us willing to sell provided
were are to buy other.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Then, that give them to be hanging and not to
being able to proceed.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I’m not talking about that issue. I’m taking about
Government of Guam.
Director Michal Borja: As far as the legislature.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
I’m taking about the legislature. It’s their
concern. I think they wat to sell. So, I think they gonna give then notwithstanding the
rules and regs. I think they will go ahead and have some kind of legal documents.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: No, I don’t you have to wait for the rules and regs, I
think you can go forward. I’m just saying that I have to make that determination as
to what to do with the proceeds immediate.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Yes.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: From my understanding that’s at least for my
feelings that nobody wants to touch the land from the Ancestral Lands commission
giving it to or, selling to Guam Power. So, in my mind, if I’m a land owner
individually, an 8 percent lease price I would recover that full value that we can have
in twelve in a half year. So, if we lease it out, if we could buy another piece of
property granted by the legislature to do something. Act like a developer and
recover that price in twelve in a halt year and also, continue on receiving income
from that particular property.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: The problem is, Is that GPA and their bonding
issues cannot. They cannot, they will not get their bonding because they cannot
depend on the bond. Because they own the property. It would be the same to what
happened to GWA.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Well you know were being told all that thing and I
don’t buy it.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
same reason. We sold GPA.

We end up selling our GPA property for the

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I mean yeah, Look! where’s the money iight now
from Guam Water works?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: And it’s Government to Government.
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Commissioner Ronald Laguana: It’s Government to Government. Yeah.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: the income to the recipients to the land tax.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: So, I think we’re gonna be maximizing by selling
it by hotel price for it and getting other lands that are probably the same size and
then using the money to develop for other properties. I think that’s a bigger. I think
that’s a bigger...
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You see Ron, Commissioner Eclavea you could
sell this property and go and purchase this property, and use the income from this
property. I mean lease this property and then do something and use the income to
continue paying until it’s fully paid. again, you have a new land.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: The problem nobody is gonna buy that hotel.
Your right next to a sewer treatment plan. Nobody’s gonna buy that.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: GPA Wants it.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Well, that’s why they want it on a sell. If they
don’t, if they cannot lease that’s why they made it clear to us. The y cannot, they
cannot.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: To my understanding is that lease and we prefer
to purchase outright, if they, and they didn’t say that we absolutely they can’t.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Well, if that’s the case then they can lease it I’m
for it. I’m for leasing it but. according to they, I think you lust said that in passing
that. But, if we can lease it, then, I don’t mind. I like to lease it.
Director Michal Borja: I think the nature of its purpose and what it’s gonna be
used for you don’t know what you gonna get back at the end of the lease. You
know, I mean off course your gonna end up put some kinda of language in there
and to make sure that ground is free of any kind of contaminets but, you just don’t
know.
Legal Counsel Nicolas ToW Look at like tangisan.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah. Like tanguisan.
Director Michal Borja: You don’t ever want and touch that one.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah. You need to sell that. get that hotel value
from it. And purchase another.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I... I’m from a different planet with you as my
friend.
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Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: As long as were not buying another piece and
were not depleting our land inventory I’m fine with it.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: We could accomplish that by buying another
piece by that leasing it out to them.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No but, were not in the business of buying other
nai. This is just a onetime shot were not up to buying other properties.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Well, were selling it to you.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: But, this is Government to Government.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Eclavea just earlier developers and now
you just said were not in the business you said that were
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That were not doing it nai. Were just not doing it
we have the enabling of the legislature. But, were not doing it. So, were not really
thinking of doing it nai were only thinking of doing it now because GPA wants it.
Were just doing.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Then I think that are we developers and we can buy.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I’m only saying That the enable ling legislation
allows us to do it. I’m only saying that. I’m not saying that we should be but, it allows
us to treat this case this way.
Chairman Anthony Ada: That’s why I’m saying we need to determine if that
allowance is gray or black, or white,
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: We need to know what’s the best interest of
GALC and the best interest to me. I’m saying my best interest is selling that
property at hotel zone. Getting that value because were not gonna get that right
now. On my opinion were not gonna get that kind of money for that area at that
sewage treatment plan It’s nice as a hotel. But, were not gonna get it, I’m just being
honest. If we just sell it so, I put my foot in my mouth somebody else bought it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. We need to get a little more solid other than just
an opinion, you know. What we’ll do?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Will you tony? I’m just being honest. Will you go
and build a hotel right there and the hotel zone right next to that treatment plan. Just
task yourself that.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I not in the hotel plan business.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Well, okay then then you need to go fast on it.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Well okay then you cannot make me a hotel business
expert because I’m not.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I’m sorry. But, I’m just telling about my opinion,
but, you know.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Not maybe on our lifetime.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
There’s no technology.

They have some kind of a way to treat that.

Chairman Anthony Ada: The question. The question is you’re really pushing hard
to sell it. If we vote no. I rather lease it. If they want to lease it. I already made it
clear. Don’t put words in my mouth ah Chairman. I’m not saying that, if they want to
lease it Let’s lease it. I’m for it. If we vote for not selling it. I’m fine. I’m going for the
board. I agree for what the board decides. You know I’m not gonna agree that it’s
the best bet to sell it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Here’s what we will do? We’ll pursue that the seller of
the property and will clarify what can we do with the proceeds on that sell whether
we can use it to go buy other properties and develop it or it has no other home but,
into the trust. And that question is in the law. In Clarifying the law. The okay.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Mr. Chairman you can’t put that in condition that
we You know it’s a lot of IF! And maybe, and I think not gonna work.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I have a suggestion.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Which condition are you referring to. The reversionary
clause?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: well no. the reversionary clause. If I were CPA,
I’ll just clarify that with reversionary clause. I could put tanks there forever, even
though I’m not using the property. Just put tanks so... They don’t pay Real Property
Tax They don’t have to reverse a multimillion dollar piece of property back to
Ancestral Lands Commission So, why should they? It’s in part of their inventory.
What I’m saying is that to move, proceed with the sell. Let’s I would say let’s invite
CPA back and say we don’t to sell it. we want to lease to you. You know.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I have a suggestion? We’re thinking about where are
they gonna put the money. Why don’t we just place it right now in the recovery
funds until we get an approval that we can you said for other things. But, you know
we cannot put it on a condition. Wait a minute because we need to find a word to
put this money before we think about selling it. I suggest that we have the money be
placed in a recovery fund.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Aww Oh Boy....
Commissioner Maria Cruz: That’s if it’s flexible right now? You know?
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay, what we’re doing is we have properties that was
supposed to find high invest use to find the benefit the beneficiaries right? To pay
the beneficiaries. So, you have the Land Bank. And that’s where you generate
money and you put into the trust. Now if this land is sold, you cannot put it into the
trust and then go for another account for the recovery fund. It’s got we have to
clarify. I’m writing this down now. Were gonna clarify. The only place for it to go is
when you convert it to cash. So, what? We’ll get a clarification.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Your right?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: I agree.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Your dead, right? Your correct.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I’m puffing down that we’ll get clarification. Urn....
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: That’s regardless of whether it’s sell or lease
money.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I have to make a comment on that. because we need
legislature approval to be able to sell the land to CPA? We can also ask the
legislature approval to place it on the recovery fuds.
Chairman Anthony Ada: This is where our question is gonna go?
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Okay.
Chairman Anthony Ada: The other thing with the Waterworks. The rnoney to buy
that property, Mr. Joey Duenas said coming from the EPA? And the EPA
specifically says that you cannot lease. You have to buy, and that’s something that’s
needed there. Right? So... I don’t think that restriction applies to what CPA wants to
do. But, we’ll put all those questions in.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The question what Joey Duenas said in
reference to Guam Water Works issue they told us that. Does anybody ever did a
research. We’ll just keep his word for it. He’s representing the other side of the other
side of the table. It’s to his benefit to tell us that we believe it. Aw but, with GPA I still
invite them back and talk to them that they hey, if we decided off course the board
decided not to sell and lease it and talk to them that we have agreed to lease the
land and not sell it. And then let’s hear what they have to say.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: So, you want to go through that first step and then.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yes. I agree too...
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yes. I totally agree to that to.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: They already came before us.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: To do the presentation that they want the
property and that they you know. Their asking us to sell it to them.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: That’s what they want?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah. But, now were telling them that we don’t
want to sell it. We’ll lease it to you.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: No i think that they clarified it. And that’s they don’t
want... (Inaudible)
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Okay. That’s not the best thing. I’m just being
honest that It’s not my best opinion is to not sell it. To my best interest is to get other
properties and to develop other properties. That’s the best interest in my opinion for
the GALC. Not to lease to sell it. At hotel rate?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Ancestral Lands must obey us Chamorro’s not
to sell. That’s my believe.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah. To be honest with you that hotel really
doesn’t mean anything. I think we have two million square meter downs at arunao at
hotel zone and it’s not doing any good. Because but, a hotel zone could be an
industrial zone. Could be anything else that we could convert it for future purposes
and future uses. You know.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
higher price. See.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan:

No. I agree. I agree on that hotel zone is a

Not, necessarily, not necessarily.

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Well I Joey’s decision is ahhh...
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Well Joey’s high price is next to the water.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: But, we have hotel zone at. Next to a sewage
that GPA’S willing to pay at a hotel zone price. There’s, there’s a difference Their
willing to pay that. Despite it next to the sewage. That’s what I’m saying.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Here’s an example Ron. What are they pricing it
sixty dollars a square meter? Urn hotel zone over there?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: What are we looking at? You try to go to Harmon
Industrial Park and try to buy a piece of property for sixty dollars a square meter. I
don’t know if you’ll succeed. You know cause their there when the two, three
hundred dollars a square meter.
Director Michal Borja: Commissioners, you need to understand that they already
have our RFP out and I think that the due date is already close. They gonna need
for you to make a decision on something here real soon. If you kick this down the
road and they have no indication that the Ancestral Lands Commissions is given
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any favorable consideration to their proposal they can’t consider it, the board can’t
and they have to go whatever they received in the RFP’S as this alternative. You
can’t kick this one out the road if we’ll meet them again. You kick down a few other
things in the past, you lost out on a given opportunity to have a large size amount of
money on the bank So, you need to make some kind of decision on this without
having it further kick down the road. Yes or No? Which way you want to go it’s your
decision. Then that’s what we’ll have and a least it will be part of the package. But,
that it’s not given any consideration for them or laugh at them to be or laugh at them
to be considered. They select some other properties based on the RFP that they put
out. You know and it happens before their next meeting is scheduled. They’re not
gonna even come. because they already made their decision. But, this is the
second RFP that they put out.
Deputy Director David Camacho: On the proposal that they presented. They
spell it out. I’ll write it the purchase of the amount of value of the property. On the
lease, it says Mr. Benavente already did mention that this is out of (Inaudible).
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I’m gonna make the emotion to sell the property
to CPA based upon the conditions that were able to use the funds to purchase other
properties and that were allowed to use the funds to improve upon our other
properties and develop our other properties for commercial lease. That’s my motion
chair?
Chairman Anthony Ada:
second it?

Okay. Everyone heard the motion. Anyone wats to

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
he buys another piece.

What if all of it is needed buy another piece and

Deputy Director David Camacho: If he buys it for 20 million, is he gonna use all
20 million?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Okay. I made my motion to state that to use
some of the proceeds to purchase and to develop our other existing properties for
commercial licenses, for commercial business. That’s my motion chair?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: I second.
ChairmanAnthony Ada: Do I hear a second?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Commissioner Orlino second.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Second it?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: I did. But, you weren’t listening.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, let’s vote.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: You got to go to discussion after that second.
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Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. We had some a lot of discussion. Is there any
more discussion before we vote?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Juist a comment that the sum. It’s a very big
cause you know two dollars is sum. Ten thousand dollars is some of the money, if
it’s a million. It’s just a very uncomfortable sum.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I think it leaves it open it’s not limiting, it’s not
and it’s not. yes, that’s why i.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: That’s why I told you I’m not comfortable with
that sum too cause it’s you know. But, that’s just my comment you know. That’s it.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: That’s his comment.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: I think we’re all in favor of wanting to do
something that’s going to generate money so, that we can further develop or
generate money for the land bank cause as it is right now the land rich, and not
doing anything. Urn, I like to see us an island favor of opening discussion with
letting GPA know that we are interested. Um, if we can pursue to, leasing al little
harder that we do that but, if it absolutely cannot then, I would say I seriously say
that of supporting of selling. Um But, to ideal not to do anything and to pass up on a
opportunity where we got a bonified buyer you know in front of us, um that could
potentially let them go and do no harm and then be still stuck in the same position
and not wanting to do anything. I agree that Rules and Reg’s have to be um,
addressed to be with the proceeds so that um I will be in favor of you know the
motion but, If we can try to pursue leasing at first but, if not then definitely selling.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah. I think that the legislature is gonna support
us with our endeavors to build our...
Chairman Anthony Ada: I’ll send the question.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I think they will support us.
Chairman Anthony Ada: The other thing there’s a claim of interest of letter. The
10100.

(Inaudible)
Commissioner Anita Orlino: The one he’s looking at?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The Unpingco family.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah.
Director Michael Sorja: Yeah but, theirs is far to the north that’s not even down to
this area at all.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: I learned that they’re extending their claim down.
Deputy Director David Camacho:
The way that their doing is extending the
survey of the property to include the ancestral property as their property but, it has
not materialized or what now the map was submitted to us.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: How long ago was it?
Deputy Director David Camacho: You guys should have been entertaining that
since way back since were down at Antigua.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Yeah but, ah... is there anything? No development.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Nothing since that time.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: They have not?
Director Michael Borja: They haven’t forwarded the map for review they haven’t
done anything. They do know that Land Management is very serious in objecting to
anything that is greater than what they want. They know that portions of the
property have not been returned so what they’re trying to do is absorb the portions
of the property to the south to make-up for what their getting. But....
Commissioner Maria Cruz: Because you know it’s got to come through here and
we have our cheap surveyor, so, that’s where their stuck.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well, that’s you see the survey map by the U.S.
Government they already we’ve... I understood that the Unpingco’s already decided
upon. Especially when they put one of Unpincgo’s name center of this the boundary
of this property somewhere in nictam’s. and there’s a doffed boundary line there.
So, there’s a big question mark there not in that map but, in another navy map, in
their legion they said the dotted line is defined as an surveyed property line, flight?
so, that’s the navy putting it in there. They already acknowledged that, that dotted
line will ahh .the U.S. Government above the dotted line it’s just surveyed. Now, that
should be it for them. But, I’m learning or o have learned that they jumped over the
dotted line and want to come further down. And, and so....
Director Michael Borja: Were gonna close this thing out I mean part of this thing
that they want with Guam Water Works is already doing is surveying the property
for the purpose of registering it. Were gonna go in full fledge with for the full-on
registration. of what we know is ancestral crown lands and get that in first then get
that in first and fight it out. because their surveying out the property for you guys
that was part of the condition of the deal. And otherwise you could not have done
anything with it at all because it’s not under registered land. So, that tight will come
that portion of the property or anywhere near it.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Where are we on that one? I think ahh we were
supposed to choose an appraiser. They choose an appraiser.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah. But, were not there yet but, they’re finalizing the
maps right now. He came up with some lot number’s and I don’t know how he came
up with these lot no’s barely they put some lot numbers down on these properties but, we
haven’t seen the map yet for review but, once that is done and they create their own
property to their sketch then, we can come up with their appraisals but we haven’t even
gotten to that. but, urn again once those appraisals are done it will stay into escrow so, the
properties are registered.
Chairman Anthony Ada: That’s a long process?
Director Michael Borja: At least a year?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Are you talking here about Guam Water Works?
Director Michael Borja: Well they’re tide in together.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: No no. I’m talking about survey and registration.
Director Michael Borja: Guam Water Works is surveying the whole thing which will
include the portions that SPA wants.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Well I know but, the land registration would be
plea registration would be plea SPA if we do a deal with SPA.
Director Michael Borja: No it will be well you know we already did a deal they
already got the authorization by Guam Water Works got the authorization by the
land even though it hasn’t been registered yet. The conditions of the sell will be
based upon the completion of the land registration. So, a lot of this talk on the
money it’s something down the line. It will come once the registration is completed
and money would be put into an escrow account and they’ve been pretty good it
took me a lot to get the money out of the escrow account. But, it wasn’t because of
the escrow nobody was holding it up it was just a lot of paper work. But, they put the
money into escrow pretty fast. So, rather it just sits there until their ready you got all
the documentation before you get it to lease. This was for Chamorro Land Trust
Commission. But, they’re not gonna put any money into escrow until we come up
with the appraisals.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Any more discussion? There’s a motion and was
second it. You want to put to a vote? Lease or purchase, right? My motion is to sell
it?
Director Michael Borja: My motion is to purchase?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: With conditions that were able to...
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Orlino, said that you voted yes already.
Hungan? Yes. Why don’t you ask to call each commissioner to ask them to?
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Could you repeat you motion again please?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah, we’ll go around the table? We’ll start around here.
We’re starting here, Going this way.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: You said you voted yes already. I second the motion
already. Yeah, I did.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. By second it that means you’ll go for it. Right?
okay.
Commissioner Sablan: Vote

—

No.

Commissioner Ronald Laguana: No.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Vote

—

Commissioner Maria Cruz: Vote

No.
—

No.

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Vote

—

Yes.

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Vote I want them to pursue a lease and then
purchase. So, where would I go that’s where. The motion is to sell? Okay,
—

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: My motion is to sell?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: The motion is to sell. Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: We can come up with another motion but, right now he
wants to sell. So, if you want it to pursue leasing,
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: It’s Already the motion did pass we should vote
against it.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Okay she has to vote yes or no or sustain or
whatever.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Okay I would be I think at the end the favor of.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:

So, her vote is yes?

Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Vote

—

Yes.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Three votes yes, four vote no. the motion does not
pass. We look at it again. I’ll get those questions for you.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’d like to make a motion?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Can we take a break please? I don’t sit for two hours
straight.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Fifteen minutes break.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Anybody how many minutes?
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Five minutes.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: She asking fifteen?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah, Fifteen. Yeah you got to excuse I’m senior citizen.
I cannot hear.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Well he not the only one who’s a senior too. So....
you’re not excused.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. One says five, one says fifteen let’s make it ten?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Ten.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Okay good.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: We vote ten or fifteen?
follow the chair. That’s what he wants?

Chair wants ten

so,

we

up. Okay the meeting was called
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Ten minutes
to order. The recorder is on? And the last item her on Old Business....
is

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Mr. Chair.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’d like to make a motion to lease on the of last
vote

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Uhhh.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Of CPA.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’d like to make a motion that we request CPA
and talk to us and we explain to them that we want to lease the
them because
sell it outright. And let’s
them and

property

come

not

to

get

an

answer

from

of

to

the

interest.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. The
are

motion

is

to

invite

let CPA let know that we

interested in leasing.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah. And that we are willing to do business with
them but, on leasehold.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah. And provide the evidence of.
Chairman Anthony Ada: And invite them to tell us what they cannot lease or...
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yes and no we cannot tell them that we want to
lease. And Let them to respond to us as to
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: So, they don’t necessarily mean to show up.
They can just respond in a letter or something. Is that what you are saying?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: It’s totally up to them. Right now, were not willing
to sell to them.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
time. Clarity it again.

Okay. So, can you clarify the motion one more

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move that we the board meeting invite CPA
and tell them that we have turned down the motion to sell the property to them and
that we are still interested in doing business with them. But, on leasehold
agreement.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:

So invite CPA over to our...

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’ll inform them that we are still interested in
doing business with them on a leasehold arrangement.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Or basically so to inform CPA that were willing to
do business on a leasehold. And then if.. .but, it’s an invitation to make...
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. The motion is to let CPA know that we are willing
to do business but, on a leasehold.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:

I’ll second the motion.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. It’s been moved and second it. discussion? No.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:

No.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Vote? Shall I go around the table or, just ask for ayes.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:

Aye’s

Chairman Anthony Ada: All those in favor’s say Aye’s. All Aye’s. opposed.
Okay the motion passes. I got that written down here. Okay. Next item. The last
time we discussed about the Rules and Regulation’s has been forwarded to the
legislature, it was recommended that not just forwarding it down to. Or it was stated
—
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there already any formal copies has been given on to the committee on land’s,
Senator Tom Ada, welcome Mr. Joe Borja is here. And so, the recommendation is
that. the conflicting sections of the code that we go ahead and draft up what we
suggest will correct this. And that has not been done. So, I wrote down here confirm
that the Rules and Regulation’s has been formally forwarded to the legislature and
the next step is to draft a suggested proposed language to correct that (Inaudible)
and to forward that at a later time. Okay, so, from what I belief so far, it has not
been formally sent out right? And so, the question is? Should it be in a letter coming
from the board here or, from a letter coming from the Executive Director from the
Ancestral Land’s Commission.
Mr. Joe Borja: Mr. Chairman may I say something about that, once you transmit it
down it triggers a timeline so, be careful you don’t send something down that you
don’t want.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Yeah.
Mr. Joe Borja: Or it has something to do with it. Because I think the legislature, the
committee stand’s to be accommodate the Attorney General’s comments on it. And
then send it down. Rather than sending down just something.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. So, a change to the certain parts of the code that
are encounter with each other. That still has to be done by the legislation, right? to

modify the code.
Mr. Joe Borja: Yeah. But, if you put it down in the Rules and Regulation then when
it comes down to the legislature. Legal Counsel will review it and say you know this
has a problem which is what the AG’S said it’s better to correct the you have Legal
Counsel here and it’s something that the commission want’s rather than what the
legislature want’s. So...
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Mr. Joe Borja: And then those are you know conflicts are their almost really
formatting issue’s really.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: So, is it more like a resolution from the board to
the legislature informing them what we like to be seeing in the Rules and Peg’s.
Mr. Joe Borja: Yeah. and, that’s you know kind of dangerous because then you
have fifteen guys’ looking at it and they all have maybe eighteen ideas where as if it
comes from the board the way you want it you know collectively that’s what the
board want’s.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That’s what I meant. from the whole board. The
whole board coming up with suggestions on the clarification of because that’s what.
Um, probably rather than just suggestion’s put in the Rules and
Regulations and then when it comes down the legislature basically has three
options. Let it pass as is, amend it, or reject it. Mike’s very familiar with the process
Mr. Joe Borja:
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of doing, having gone through the commercial rule and regulations and you know
that also was a tough one and this one is probably a tougher one
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: You know the problem with that is you have to get it
through the AG’S office and then to get it to the legislature and then that’s where the
road block is, because until the underlined statues are changed. The Rules and
Peg’s will not be approved no matter how we draw them up.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: We can’t, we can’t act on that or amend it
because it’s unclear who benefit’s and it’s unclear.
Mr. Joe Borja: With if the commission wishes to let the legislature draft it. that’s the
commissions wish but, it’s maybe something that you don’t want.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: What we draft it, but, then you know off course it
got rejected.
Mr. Joe Bora: Well the Legal Counsel is correct. Correct the conflict’s.
Director Michael Borja: You have to correct the law. Yeah. But, the question is,
do we submit suggested legislation or do we the legislation make up what the law
should say. All I can say is that you guys couldn’t decide amongst yourselves what
it should be and you’re not gona get any suggested legislation recommended and
approved by you guys to forward down Their the ones that wrote the law. So, what
does the law have to say does the legislature have to say to fix the law. It’s kinda a
catch (Inaudible). You cannot. They’re the ones that.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: You have Legal Counsel.
Mr. Joe Borja: Send them a resolution. To fix the law.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah. Well that’s probably be the best thing.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yeah.
Director Michael Borja: This is the reason why we can’t pass the mandatory
Rules and Peg’s because it has been determined by the Attorney General that
there’s a general that there’s a conflict in the law but, and that rules cannot make
this kind of determination that the law can’t (Inaudible).
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:

And, and, ambiguity in the law.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: He went first. He went first. I’m second.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I’m thinking that what Joe suggesting that we
send something down to the legislature. Their saying that we can’t do that because
the AG is saying that, we send sent down to the legislature, were asking the
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legislature to amend the law in the process of formalizing and finalizing Rules and
Reg.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah. You do that in a resolution send that down as a
resolution if you guys put a motion to have a resolution to trust the legislation to
make a correction to the law as to find because of the heir defined as the Attorney
General you know will pass that resolution and then will submit it the legislature and
then.
Mr. Joe Borja: And then the legislature will change the law based on the AG’S.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. Caky.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: And urn, thank you Mr. Chair. And urn Joe
want’s that process is completed will that require a public hearing on those
amendments?
Mr. Joe Borja: The change in the law will require a public hearing.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: There you go. Thank you.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I think another session of the Attorney Finney’s comment
was that the board read more than they are allowed or put more of what they are
allowed to do In in the Rules and Reg’s that’s the other part of it. It’s in the motion
with him, right? The idea that the term extinguishment. The Ancestral Lands claim is
not extinguished until only land comes back. But, that’s not what that’s the
ambiguity of the law. And so, we can go ahead and clarify those parts. We can take
out what the law does not give us powers to do and then, and then we’ll make a
resolution and then that’s when we’ll send it down to your office correct?
Mr. Joe Borja: The commission will prefer I mean the committee prefers to act on
a resolution from the board rather than telling the board what to do, on this case the
conflict obvious so, unless somebody wants to take it and run with it that’s probably
preferable that the commission send what they wish down. But, it’s already been
identified that they are conflict’s in the so.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay Commissioner Ronald.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: And Joe one more thing and through that
communication I am sure that Chairman Committee Chair Senator Ada is aware of
the ambiguities, right?
Mr. Joe Borja: We got the copies of the letter or, It’s from the AG’S office.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Okay. That’s all I want to know. Thank you.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Eclavea
Yeah. Urn, specifically regarding certain
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
conditions in the existing enabling the legislation that really puts practically makes it
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impossible to determine values of the lands that an extinguishment of what the
chairman brought up. Those are the ones that we are the top priorities. Because
their appraisal issues that had the biggest arguments that we had and even our
broker here who will back it up when it’s hard to determine a value.
Mr. Joe Borja: And those arguments were presented during the original Guam
lands claim cases. when they determine value at the time of taking for today.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Even if we did it today we can’t just go in there
on Anderson on naval station and how do appraise a piece of property whether it
would be half an acre or 10 acres to a there’s and the cost of that.
Mr. Joe Borja: The federal court has already made a ruling on that if valued of the
time of the taking and that was a big stumbling bond on the original land claims
cases. You know they brought out CaIdwell associates from Hawaii, Nick Captain
who originally came out on that.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No but, does our enabling legislation signifies
that’s how it’s going to be evaluated But, because the land owners are going to
have a choice whether to come in or not. And were gona say were gona pay you
back they (Inaudible) if you want to come in. they don’t have to come in and being a
part of this or not. And so, they want fair market values today off course. Are we
gona get people to people to come in and say oh I’m in everybody. So, we have a
big issue with that. I’m just saying the ambiguity of a lot of the enabling legislation
that’s where we are at with all these years.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I have a comment. The ambiguity is created because
of our difference with. We know that I had a different interpretation but I lost out in
the vote okay. In my interpretation was that the federal the beneficiary’s will only be
those federal properties that were returned to Guam and kept by the Government of
Guam. Okay what has happened is that all the federal lands whether it will be
Anderson you know on this was included where it created the ambiguity. It became
a confusion and on the distribution on funds. I also, indicated that I determined how
the fair market value will be based on the time that we decided that it’s gona be it’s
gona be a certain point and it’s still gona be a win, win situation because were not
gona go back to the time when it’s all when the law said that these properties that
were returned will go back to the original land owners so, you can’t have a point
there where it’s not gona be beyond that and bring it up and make it a little bit more
better for these property owners that are not gona be get their property returned.
Now let’s say the Government of Guam let’s say that this go thtough and we paid
these land owners whose properties were kept by the government let’s say we kept
it but, then the government says were not gona use it anymore. That’s when the
property owners can buy It back so, that ism interpretation of the law and to me it
makes a lot more sense. And I use the example where if properties when the law
created this you know it goes back to the property owners. You use it as a
condemnation where like I said you take a look at the fair market value at the time
when we were told to that the law kicked in. so, and it makes a lot more value that
we want to go in and change law. But, that is.
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Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: It’s not changing the AG’S agreed that it’s not
clear who the beneficiaries are. you see your reading it, that’[s your interpretive, but,
the AG’S saying it’s not clear.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: That’s my interpretation.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah but, the AG’S confirmed that it’s not clear and the
enabling legislation. It’s a big issue because do we include everybody or, just the
government of Guam’s taking of the lands.
Mr. Joe Borfa: Well I don’t want to (Inaudible) to your decision. But, take a look at these
cases. Some people’s properties have been returned back and had contamination on it.
And some people’s properties had been returned back with houses on it. Obviously when it
was condemned it didn’t have a house, and obviously when it was condemned it didn’t have
contamination on it. So, how do you reconcile that. Some land owners got the increase of
the property value because theirs houses on them like Nimitz hill, like tyan but, then some
people’s properties were returned with contamination on it like the Tamuning telephone
exchange. You know so, I don’t know that answer to that one but.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Laguana, I agree to further bring the ambiguity
tyan properties with the runways see that, and then do we still get improvement in which I
believe we are current in that and those runways are not appraised. Can you appraise a
runway?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:
runways and naval station.

Yeah. That’s the biggest issue appraising

Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Were gona run into stumbling box when that all
happens at the public hearing when families start coming in and questioning all of
that.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Mr. Camacho now and then Mr. Sablan after you
wanted to say something no nothing Mr. Sablan.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The approach here of the appraisal is going to
be a nightmare in itself as to evaluate land. How much is that land? The land with a
warehouse or the land that’s contaminated so, I guess we as the board has decided
to just go on a first square meter and just give token compensation based on the
proceeds that Ancestral Land receive. And that’s what we have approached we
decided to. It’s just now that the attorney general’s opinion is not in agreement with
that approach. But, If the legislature can assist in putting that together. I think the
board have you know were gona spend millions and millions of dollars in getting the
appraisal to appraise properties. What is the value of that property that’s not so,
were just trying to do a uniform spread out of that.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay, so the suggestion is to for us to come up with a
resolution to come up with a suggested (Inaudible) and forward it down to the
legislature.
Director Michael Borja: No. not with suggested changes. You’ll never get there
your suggestion is you need to pass by a motion to that you want to submit a
resolution to the Guam Legislature to asking them to correct the enable ling
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legislation to find issues such as extinguishment and evaluate land evaluation
because the Attorney General said that the Rules and Regulations could not be
made out that those items have to be defined further. That’s all you have to do and
them let them go down write something maybe they’ll have a round table discussion
to come up with something so that they can do the legislation. But, Th AG’S said the
law need to find needs to be changed to be more have more clarity.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I think were gona need another session. Another
meeting first to make a list or to.
Director Michael Borja: No. no.
Commissioner Ronald Laguna: No it’s he clarified it, it’s general.
Director Michael Borja: It’s general. Don’t come up with the ideas because you already
did in your Rules and Regs and it got shot down.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Right.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: What he exactly what he said is what we gotta
do resolution and.
Director Michael Borja: So, your trying to say is to ask the legislature to clarify the
law according to what the Attorney General and then.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: So, we don’t need to make just to clarify it. So,
okay. (Inaudible).
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: You can ask mike to write the resolution. Let
him write it.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah, I’ll write the resolution.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Thank you thank you sir. that’s exactly.
Director Michael Borja: All you have to say is So, all you have to say is so move,
second all in favor say aye.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: I’ll make the motion Mr. Chair if that’s okay. To
move for our director to draft the resolution based on the discussion that we have.
Just a general letter on the Rules and Regs.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Is that his Rules and Regs that we put together.
Commissioner Ronald Laguna: Right.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes.
Chairman Anthony Ada: And taking into consideration what the AG had pointed
out.
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Commissioner Ronald Laguna: Right. correct.

Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: But the AG’S disagreeing oh wait a minute were
going into the discussion.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Right right it needs to be seconded.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yeah. Who made the motion?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Tony.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: I made the motion
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea:

No si Ronald.

Commissioner Anita Orlino: I second it.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Okay. Second by Orlino.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Commissioner Ronald Laguna: Second by make sure it’s recorded.
Chairman Anthony Ada:
Orlino

Okay. It’s moved and seconded it by Commissioner

Commissioner Ronald Laguna: Discussion.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Discussions.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I just like this to maybe consider the motion and
make reference that we put together be incorporated, it I know what the AG’S says
that what we put together is not in agreement the statues but, we would like to take
our Rules and Regs and send down to the legislature and say could you amend the
laws that will make this possible as to what the board has passes to the rules and
reg.
Director Michael Borja: Well that’s what I was going to do you know because you
have to include that is the exhibit showing what the rules and regs were that the
Attorney General’s write up on the rules to show what the problem was.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: But, our rules and regs are in conflict with the
Attorney General’s opinion. So, therefore we need the legislature to amend
whatever is necessary in the law to make the rules and reg applicable to our.
Director Michael Borja: The attorney General the rules and regs are in conflict of
the law according to the attorney general. Not in conflict to the AG.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: That’s correct.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Oh No. no, okay the AG’S opinion is saying that
we are in conflict with the law. So, were trying to get to help the legislature’s help to
make our rules and reg lawful.
Director Michael Borja: And I got that all that down.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Don’t revise the rules?
Commissioner Ronald Laguna: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Revise the law.
Commissioner Ronald Laguna: That’s right. That’s the bottom line.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I like that. I like that. I like that.
Director Michael Borja: Once that law is revised then you go back and redo the
rules and rigs.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: No if it’s like.
Director Michael Borja: Because then it tells you what those definitions are not in
the.
Commissioner Ronald Laguna: Then the legislation is gona allow. (Inaudible).
Chairman Anthony Ada: As long as it’s within the law, right?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes. You have to follow the law.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Commissioner Tony is saying he’s enabling
make it fit our rules and rigs that we.
Director Michael Borja: First you have to have a punch out fight with them.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Any other discussions?
Commissioner Ronald Laguna: And with the public so... any more discussions?
any other discussions?
Chairman Anthony Ada: All those in favor

—

All

—

Aye.

Commissioner Ronald Laguna: Thank you. Mr. Director.
Director Michael Borja: Okay.
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Chairman Anthony Ada:
that sir your up.

Mr. David Gumataotao:

Mr. Gumataotao’s been here for a while. Sorry about

It’s Okay.

Commissioner Ronald Laguna:
Here it is here it is.

EPA I mean Public Health. The amendments.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Mr. Guamataotao we kinda we had a question these
numbers look a lot like the numbers you put on a power point that we already
agreed that it can be offset to the PIA. Is this a new set of expenses?
Mr. David Gumataotao: The last meeting some time I think it was May 10, I
mentioned to you that there was a project that were forthcoming some renovations
and these are the renovations that are with the assistance that DPW their putting it
out on bin.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. What we saw up here the copy of the purchase
order.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Right that was old one. This is a new, yeah this is a new
latest one that’s suppose occur, supposed to encumber by Sept. 30, this year.
Chairman Anthony Ada: And based in our agreement you’re just letting us know
and that this your agreement to look at it.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Right. I just wanted you guys heads up note of it. to take a
look at it. I noticed that his is possible potential TIA.
Chairman Anthony Ada: (Inaudible) Okay. And improvements. Okay these look
like improvements to the viewing. Anybody have questions?
Director Michael Borja: I think that the split air conditioners I don’t think they can
be considered because you can take them off.
Commissioner Anita Orlino:

Yes.

Director Michael Borja: But, as far as the plumbing work and the electrical work
that is their fixtures in the building their permanent.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Just to let you know it was never our intention that when
we do move to another place.
Director Michael Borja: But, I think it came down remember the last time when
we were going over this I can’t recall where I saw but, the air conditioning was not
normally ones it could be approved. I don’t think we approved the only on that it was
like a full on special air conditioning filtration system for the laboratory. That’s a
completely different kind of story. We found out that you have already taken it out of
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there. But, the split units those kinds of things are not allowed. The plumbing and
the electrical. I have to find the language that spells that out. I know my as supply
finance books have that information.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay so, with the split aircon amount pulled out the other
two amounts (Inaudible) additional improvements to the building that’s forty-seven
six thirty-five and director you’re going to double check whether this absolutely
cannot be used as.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah. I double check on the air conditioning unit.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Any questions for Mr. Gumataotao? We should
have had you first on the agenda?
Mr. David Gumataotao: Yeah. well I was gona inform them earlier but, you spoke
about the MOU and stuff. So, now that the contract has to be finalized everything
now as far as the building goes back to GEDA, So, do I still stay in contract with
Diego and Toves.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Okay.
Chairman Anthony Ada:

Until the MOU’S get formalized.

Mr. David Gumataotao: Okay. Because I think were up to date up with the
months of April and May. So, I guess it’s just a matter of communicating.
Director Michael Borja: I think you guys are still waiting for the invoices for the new
ones to be able to correct but, then we couldn’t produce that because we didn’t
have any agreement.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Right so, for the discussion that was kinda informative. I
appreciate that.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Mr. Gumataotao at the very least forty-seven six
thirty-five. We have no questions involved.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Was that forty- seven four sixty.
Chairman Anthony Ada: The two amounts the eighteen four forty and twenty-nine
one ninety-five. We agree with that work needed to be done. But, that’s at the very
least. At the very best you get that eight thousand put back in.
Mr. David Gumataotao: By the way the last TIA is equal twelve thousand sums
has yet to kick in and I’m thinking that’s probably going to kick in the months of June
and July.
Director Michael Borja: Right. we put it in as a credit for when we do the billing
when we put it as credit so far.
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Mr. David Gumataotao: But, that has not been materialize yet so we haven’t
issued the invoice, right? so, when you get that invoice we’ll have the credit memo.
Director Michael Borja:
(Inaudible)

I think we have our staff to look at it to facilitate.

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay sir you’ll follow up on that somewhat outstanding
amount that needs to show up on your billing, right?
Mr. David Gumataotao: Yes, we’ll work with GEDA and again, maintain contact.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Can I just point something out. You have three
aircon thirty-six cable aircon split aircon replacement spit unit, right? you got thirty
six. I just want to say that I recently put two aircons on my rental unit and it cost me
seventy hundred dollars for thirty-six with a high seer.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Right? Let me just for each of the three units. Clarify that.
that’s thirty-six thousand btu
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Right. and basically, these numbers that we usually get,
we usually get those numbers in and submit to the feds for their approval but, we
normally get a quotation. So, those are the numbers are from local vendors.
Chairman Anthony Ada: And their energy...
Mr. David Gumataotao: Energy efficient and their part of the rebate program for
GPA.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: And in compliance with the procurement laws.
Not only the adopted ones.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Correct and just to clarify also, the air conditioning has to
go.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: In terms of procurement.
Mr. David Gumataotao:

have to GSA.

Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Absolutely.
Mr. David Gumataotao:
DPW.

And the plumbing and the electrical part have to go to

Director Michael Sorja:
conditioning, right?

And theirs probably warranty requirements on the air

Mr. David Gumataotao: Yeah correct.
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Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Do you know if what the brands were on the air
conditioners?
Mr. David Gumataotao:
sorry.

Procurement does not allow me to select brands. I’m

Director Michael Borja: That’s the bad part. What you pay for if you want to go for
yourself is fraction probably.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Right but, we do take some precautions example if it’s
high end unit we want to make sure example coils are coded there’s a warranty on
it.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana:
That’s what you need to do.

And you have to have special considerations.

Mr. David Gumataotao: Correct.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: That’s what you need to do.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay we got twenty minutes till five.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Thank you Mr. Guamataotao.
Mr. David Gumataotao: Thank you very much too.
Commissioner Ranald Laguana: Thank you very much.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Thank you lai.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Item No. B here is probably gona be a quick discussion.
Director Michael Borja: Here I’ll give you guys a bunch of documents.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Are these for item B? so, you know the eighty acres that
USDOE wants to take back or I think on the lease they want to take it back. That is
located on the entrance going into Anderson south. You know their up in yigo.
Director Michael Borja: I have a map. In here is the map.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. Just before Perez.
Director Michael Borja:
eleven and then Perez.

Just before the fire station. The fire station is seven

Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Is this the DOE one?
Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. I wanted to bring it up because there are some
original landowners. Joey updated me on this.
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Director Michael Borja: This as originally deeded and I put a copy in here the
quitclaim deed from the unites states of America US Department of Education to the
government of Guam and then to the ancestral lands for the sole purpose of
educations but, then it was deeded back to the government of Guam DDE for the
purpose of what it requires as a school and only for education purposes and if it fails
to meet that requirement then, it returns back to the USDDE. So, that’s where it
came with very strict conditional uses, and all that documentation here you can see
in that abstract of title who all the owners are of all of these areas of land that were
taken and then it goes to show how it was taken back and then forwarded on. In
fact, there was an issue with the ancestral lands commission original quitclaim deed
that they sent out and they had to rescind that and redo it again. For the corrective
quitclaim deed, it put in some restrictions and covenants that were permitted. But,
so that’s where it’s at it does come with conditions and the discussion there that you
saw in the newspaper was because Guam DOE has to confront US DOE to try to
see if they can still retain the thirty years is coming up in a couple years But, you
know there were conditions that it had to be used for education there were
conditions that said you have to put out a report every year. It states all in here and
whether it complies with those conditions as long as DOE knows that for sure.
That’s the stuff that it laid out. So, they were needing to move on this thing because
the time is short on it for the thirty years is coming up. So, it goes in 1992 so 2022.
Chairman Anthony Ada: But, the thought in my mind even before that the other
federal entity they first did from land being excess this was belongs to the airport,
right? and so, when they (Inaudible) excess just like the wildlife. The US wildlife
took it. USDA took it. Instead of the idea that the air force took it the excess needs
to be returned.
Director Michael Borja: But, you got to understand too is that the navy has made
a very strong effort to do this negative land issue on Guam so, their purpose is not
to even re-acquire things back cause that really becomes a positive and I don’
know what’s going on. So, that’s the kind of things that they have to take into
consideration. They made a commitment into a negative and they been trying to
keep hold back and everything I’ve seen so far, their trying to avoid any possibility
where it shows that they get a positive gain land in the area because it must mean a
lot for that at most performance report.
Chairman Anthony Ada: No. I. Since day before yesterday I got a document from
joey about the boundaries of the original land owners in, there right? and one of the
landowners sits on this footprint from Marlboro. But, it does go across the street and
includes where the fire station is. So, that’s I don’t know...
Director Michael Borja: In fact that fire station is still navy property. And the fire
stations use is still an annual license agreement with the navy.
Chairman Anthony Ada: We know about the navy licenses, right?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah. Well they renew their license they send out those
renewals because there were two land owners that we do with them. Yigo field and
the yigo fire station and those documents are pretty thick. Complete with
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photographs and everything that. and their pretty restrictive too like for example the
yigo field you cannot lift the septic ground out of the ground. You can’t do it. If you
gona do anything to modify you can set it on top but, you cannot excavate the
ground. And a lot of it has to do with explosion ordinance.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Oh, not ancestral bonus?
Director Michael Borja: No. no, yeah. Mostly because they do not want to be
caught or get injured with the potential filing unexpected ordinance.
Chairman Anthony Ada: So, that’s a third example that Mr. Borja gave one a
contaminant, one with our (Inaudible), one with bonds underneath.
Director Michael Borja: So as you know as they were laying out this new pipeline
they were putting in a new pipe. I mean that’s they were a lot of that going on. You
saw the signs say road closure possible and so, now because they shut down
everything while they run some machine over it. But, that machine was made to find
bombs, find waterlines and fiber optic cabLe. Commercial fiber optic cabtes so, they were
cutting out those things from left to right with no regard to what they were doing.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well the USDOE mean that they don’t need it, like it has
a definition like they gave it to us and to Guam DOE and I’m just thinking about the
original land owner.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah right but, the way the way the deed is written it goes
back to them there is a reversionary clause and failure for Guam DOE to come for
certain requirements means that they can terminate I and take it back so.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay that’s what I.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: This is my mother in-law’s property that I just
buried about a month ago.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Wow.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: See so, you agree with me. Were supposed to try and
take it back.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah Off course. For all our own lands
Director Michael Borja: Well the positive the positive thing behind is the military is
trying every way to maintain that lands. And things come back to them goes as a
plus to their inventory mans that if this is eighty acres then, they have to release
eighty-one acres somewhere else.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: From what I understand DOE Guam is saying
okay go ahead and take this back but, give us something else somewhere else.
Right? I saw that in the news.
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Director Michael Borja: Right. well I can’t speak for DOE.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah but that’s what I’m trying to say I mean as
far as. I think they’ll give us another spot somewhere so,
Director Michael Borja: Because they were okay to take away Chamorro Land
Trust property to build okudo, adacao liguan without having compensation when
they had this property that was designated for their use and they failed to use it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Commissioner Orlino no.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: I guess it was a turn over our leadership that we
need to follow-up because there’s so many directors.
Director Michael Borja: NO. there’s a lot of classified employees getting paid over
a hundred thousand dollars that shouldn’t be (Inaudible).
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Not me.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well, I just want to bring it up in the discussion that
there’s nothing we can do but I wish your family got it back.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Well remember when we were we had to deed it
back remember it was in our inventory then typhoon was it typhoon pongsowa
destroyed JFK so, then Guam DOE was looking for it and them they found out that
it was transferred to Ancestral Lands so, we had to deed it back to Government of
Guam to DOE that’s why you see it the abstract here when it went to us but, is
should not be transferred to Guam Ancestral Lands.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah. It should not have been transferred to
Guam Ancestral Lands. No that’s what they were saying so.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. You guys want to talk about this some more we
can do it on the next meeting but, I think we’ve talked about it and there’s nothing
worth to talk about.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Until we get independence.
Director Michael Borja: That’s right independence.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Next item is public comments.
Mr. Joe Borja: Just some information for the commission there’s been about four
request form private land owners original land owners in the Dos amantes area to
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re-zone their property legislative rezone their property for M-1 so that they could
qualify for the CPA REP but, their looking at zoning up to M-1 and I’m not a broker
or an appraisal and I don’t know what the differences of the value of the M-1 as
oppose to hotel zone. And we have an issue.
Director Michael Borja: Light Industrial (Inaudible).
Mr. Joe Borja: And also, the GTA in most bonds that we seen when you apply for
utilities it’s a purchase.
Director Michael Borja: It has to be fee simple, right?
Mr. Joe Borja: Yeah fee simple, right? not lease and most of them you know I
haven’t seen all of them. And they have that bond covenant that you got to buy that
property were not gona give you bond money for you to lease property and ongoing
expense as to one shot deal and so that’s one issue. The other issue on the CPA
procurement because they already put out their REP their locked into a lease. If they act
otherwise there’s gona be definitely.
Director Michael Borja: Their locked into a sell.
Mr. Joe Borja: I mean excuse me into a sell. And if they do anything other than a
cell there’s gona be a.
Legal Counsel Nicolas Toft: Protest.
Mr. Joe Borja: Protest and you’ve seen what a protest do when procurement can
do they can delay that project from you years and years and that and CPA is not for
any delay’s right now. So, that’s the issue and you know and just for the record to
correct myself they put it out for a sell and if they were gona have to come back on
a lease. It’s gotta go all the way back to the board taking action to say okay it’s okay
to lease. But, you know I don’t think they’ll do that because their part in (Inaudible)
so, we have an issue and the other issue is that that legal counsel brought up about
wanting to do with the money with the proceeds certainly the commission can pass
a resolution asking the legislature to adjust the law so, that you can spend that
amount of money or some portion.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Invest it for a better return.
Mr. Joe Borja: And the legislature has noticed that their budget request ninetyone thousand dollars is coming from the general fund and the legislature also,
knows that the commissions has about in four-point seven four point nine million in
the bank cash green money as oppose to white money being appropriated money.
Green money is cash so, those are just some of the issues they had a question
about the commission spending general fund money pulling stress in the general
fund even if it’s ninety-one thousand and you got all that money sitting in there. So,
different senators are always looking for funding sources so, you know and that’s
just information for the commission on the research budget list.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Yeah. Joe from the train of thought on this procurement
we heard a lot public private partnership. There’s such a thing as a public, public
partnership? You know what I mean you put up a land and put up a building we
share the money.
Mr. Joe Borja: Yeah but, that has to be what the legislature tried to do with the
Chamorro Land Trust property where the old DVR was because they were saying
land trust owns this DVR owns this lot right next to it. Why don’t you guys; get
together develop the property and share the rent you know the rent proceeds. So,
there is something like that.
There’s another thought. Okay any more public
Chairman Anthony Ada:
minutes
till five. Joey oh, I’m sorry. It’s not very a good
four
comments? It’s
comment just in case not everybody knows our former chairman past away John
Camacho.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Oh Yea.
Land Agent Joey Leon Guerrero: So, just to let everybody know.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: It’s a Saturday, right?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Yeah Saturday. I’m playing for this.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan:
chairman.

He’s the first Ancestral Lands Commission

Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. So, we’ll arrange something until alright let me
hear it from you first about your you raised your hands up.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The other thing is you know I met mayor of yigo
and unfortunately another funeral but, he and I were talking about the Marlboro
cave area and we haven’t really decided as to what to do with that and maybe we
should start approaching where we could you know where he could be allowing
people because we can’t control that if it’s in the vicinity right? to have some sort of
a revenue and we could have a revenue sharing with the mayor.
Chairman Anthony Ada: yeah so, but, your referring to pagat caves not Marlboro.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah. You know we don’t own pagat cave land
and the access to it.
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: But, we have to remember we have an issue
there. that they were being bias to people coming down there remember.
Chairman Anthony Ada:
exclusive.

Certain people were claiming it was theirs their
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Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Right? lust say exclusive, right?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: But, everybody they will have a right to buy like a
ticket to go in and the mayor gets some of the proceed and we get some of the
proceed, right? You know we were sitting and the people were going in and not
receiving anything.
Director Michael Borja:
right?

Right. But, what the mayor gona give for his proceeds

Commissioner Antonio Sablan:
discuss.

Well that’ s something were gona have to

Chairman Anthony Ada: We’ll put up a hotdog stand and some drinks sell right
there at the opening.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: That’s not for the taitano guy that’s coming in here
cause he’s...
Director Michael Borja: He’s the one that’s trying to close it off because you have
Danny pagat Jackson whose been coming to be like a caregiver we recently had a
round table discussion with the Lieutenant Governor to include some of the mayor
and one of the (Inaudible) to try and come up with some action plan to do
something about it because there’s a lot of trash and these people come in and they
dispose the trash this group claims that when they go in they clean up what they
can see and they take out quite a bit they took out four bags and one recent visit for
example. But, the policing of the areas inside the cave itself people are more
marring it up with candy wax and some other kinds of stuff theirs graffiti in there and
their concern was that it reeked of urine and everything in the area. And they said
from time to time we got to take into (Inaudible) but, you know here’s where our
public partnership because it has to last to be into conjunction and also, with the
Chamorro Land Trust Commission but they too have any conditions and theirs our
concern about giving a private individual some kind of authority to make rules and
govern and to dictate to people and then theirs liability to the top. But, you know if
you have a public private partnership where you get some private organization their
here to set up a rest facility and some kind to be able to sell their drinks and collect
money. You know but, they gotta keep the place clean keep it you know keep it tidy
those are the kinds of things to look at. But, long range also, build a path a natural
path not some pave path. There’s two reasons to make it safe for people to go
down but, to make it successful like to latrine vehicles if a need to go down for
emergency access so, and from time to time people get injured down there and it’s
a long train back up. So, those are the things being looked up. The mayor definitely
knows what’s being involved with it. With all due respect, the mayors also issued
out letters doing certain things countering to allow to do. But, we need to look at that
down range in this commission because it’s important to have a portion of that area
that is yours and so it could mean something down. I mean if the mayor wants to
have something where their gona maintain it and off course that’s gona be at a cost.
Somebody’s got to be there to collect fee and I for one thing that should be
something where you know even though it’s a nice place to go to in order to keep it.
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You ought to keep it nice. Somebody’s gotta maintain it and that’s not free,
should be paid by the users.

it

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Well then if that (Inaudible) invite the mayor over
and talk to us and give us some ideas as to what it suggested.
Director Michael Borja: Sure. I mean what I said it pretty much everything that
was discussed this round table that the old team brought out in parks and recs, dew
us as well as these two companies to find out even, gab because you know it’s a
gab thing this a real popular site for folks to get of a leaping path. And see
something for real example look at the lane stone. You know they were else they
can go really see in it for natural site and so it’s important that it be maintained.
They had suggested that they send epa down there to test the waters because you
know it was kinda merky when you step on it you kinda. You got the silt I think it’s
kinda natural you know they just want to make sure it’s not. It’s not hazardous you
know just body waste that’s kinda accumulated on the bottom of the pool area and
we”ll just test the water and make sure it’s safe and then perhaps shut down the
cave for you know a period of time to make sure to take its course to clean itself up
and then re-open back up. With all these heavy rains, there’s gona be a lot of water
seepage in there and that does the natural thing but, on diy season there’s hardly
any water coming down to the rocks.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Once the discussions is finished amongst this
group to include the mayor they were gona appear in front of the board ancestral
board in the cltc land trust commission. Especially addressing Danny pagat.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah, I agree.
Director Michael Borja: Because this is also a parks and recs issue. You know
parks and recs was there as well but, parks and recs you know this is kinda of like a
park here.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah it is. But, bring it in like the state of
Hawafl. Those tourism sites they generate revenue and those moneys to maintain it
and those are sacred lands. They should protect those areas.
Director Michael Borja: There used to be adequate park is. Because what
happens is people sell cars and their constantly vandalized out there and then you
get some rift rap to go down there. Their going down there just for fun but, then they
get to overly rambunctious and kidna do crazy thigs and you know make threats to
people it scare people.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah, yes.
Mr. Joe Borja: Mike in addition to that sometime ago there was a complaint made
by two small tour companies about the Guam land commission about an individual
denying access to.
Director Michael Borja: Right?
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Director Michael Borja: Yeah.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: That came to us.
Director Michael Borja: That came to both Chamorro land Trust (Inaudible).
Chairman Anthony Ada: Well you know I tried travelling in the U.S. and you go to
these cave sites they put a line and a path and you can just come and take pictures
and you cannot go in the water.
Director Michael Borja: Or if you take them in your with a (Inaudible) right? you go
on a tour or you stay on a Path to go.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. It’s five minutes after five.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Can I ask one question just totally of the subject
what we are Ancestral lands property available for lease to non-profitable
organizations and churches? Has that ever you know?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Any of our ancestral’s have a (Inaudible).
Chairman Anthony Ada: I never tried it but, I haven’t read anything that it’s not
possible.
Commissioner Louisa Wessling: Airight. As long as they (Inaudible).
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: I got a question though. If that has been
reference to that. joe might answer to that. joe if regards to the farmer’s co-up I
noticed the legislature appropriated three point five million for that facility.
Commissioner Maria Crux: No. that’s not.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: No. I mean the Guam fisherman’s co-up.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: That’s a grant. It’s not local.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: No. it is. It’s from the legislature three million
dollars I believe to build the Guam Fisherman’s Co-up.
Commissioner Maria Crux: No. I believe that was...
Commissioner Ronald Laguana:
offered that bill.
Mr. Joe Borja:
absolutely sure.

Senator Ben Pangelinan the late Pangelinan

Maybe that was the Department of interior grant but, I’m not

Chairman Anthony Ada: Something like a hot bond something like that.
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Commissioner Maria Cruz: But it wasn’t local they had something about a grant.
deadline to get a property otherwise their gona lose that money. I remember that.

Mr. Joe Borja: I can try and find but I don’t know.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Look into that because that’s a non-profit
organization that got three million dollars. No that’s the Co-up Farmer’s Co-up.
Fisherman’s Co-up was locally Senator, Late Senator Pangelinan appropriated
funds for that.
Mr. Joe Borja: What was that Commissioner the Guam Fisherman’s.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Co-up Association.
Mr. Joe Borja: Guam Fisherman’s Co-up Association.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Take a look at that. It’s a non-profit.
Chairman Anthony Ada: I know but the land goes to the government so, that’s
why they don’t worry about sending money because it’s gona improve their area.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana:
reference to a non-profit.

We just need to know because that’s in

Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay.
Deputy Director David Camacho: I don’t know if the board know of the
condolences to the family of Orlino for her brothers passing.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yes.
Deputy Director David Camacho: The brother passed away two days ago.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Yeah.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: I’m sorry Lou.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Matai Guam.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yeah.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Commissioner Orlino’s brother.
Chairman Anthony Ada: What his name?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: At the church six o’clock mass, Santa Teresita.
Chairman Anthony Ada: What’s your brother’s name?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Jude Flores.
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Chairman Anthony Ada: Jude Flares.
Commissioner Maria Cruz: And when is the funeral?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: On the thirty he’s only fifty-three.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Condolences to you.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Condolences to you.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: He didn’t suffer, he’s okay.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Just to point out it’s pass five o’clock.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay, is there anything more director?
Director Michael Borja: Nothing for.
Chairman Anthony Ada: Okay. We still need to talk about (Inaudible) but, we’ll go
ahead do it on the next meeting. Okay so, do I hear a motion to adjourn.
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes, I move to adjourn this meeting.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move to adjourn.
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: It doesn’t need to be second. Once it’s move
that’s it.
Chairman Anthony Ada: All those in favor? Okay unless something happens the
next meeting is on September 13, 2017. Okay and the time is eight minutes after
five.
Deputy Director David Camacho:
meeting on September 13.

Mr. Chair we’ll talk to you about the next

VI. Adjournment
Chairman Anthony Ada: Do I hear a motion to adjourn?
Commissioner Anita Orlino: Yes, I move to adjourn this meeting.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move to adjourn.
Chairman Anthony Ada: All those in favor say “Aye”.
All Commissioners present: “Aye”.
Chairman Anthony Ada: We are adjourned
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Meeting adjourned at 5:08 pm
Transcribed by: Stephanie Duenas:
Approved by Board motion in meetin
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